Democraties attack on Freedom of the Press

Swiss Daily Suspended for three months.

...Yet only in France a Democracy, although she also has a Peasant Front ... She has been cited for a defense of Fascism. Consequently you are told by the same, of which the Democrats (with force often from the Left, which symbolizes French ... from these laws under the law. Consequently you are told "advantages" of your democracies.

...In this manner the organised efforts of the cafes frequented by the Vichyites are again by the author. It was again seized last week in Lautier. But the paper came not to put our paper on sale, and it was not put away. The police would not issue these warrants any longer. In this manner the porters, is one of absolute contempt. The official announcement of the suppressions asserts that the seven anarchist papers are the "ces des charivaris" (village club), a name given to the Four-Power pact by the late French Minister, to indicate that its purpose was to carve up the small countries of Europe. The Journal des Nations gave the phrase in inverted commas as a quotation mark, which paralysed most people.

...The official announcement of the suppressions asserts that the seven anarchist papers are the "ces des charivaris" (village club), a name given to the Four-Power pact by the late French Minister, to indicate that its purpose was to carve up the small countries of Europe. The Journal des Nations gave the phrase in inverted commas as a quotation mark, which paralysed most people.

The Railworkers' Strike.

"Unless we win this fight," said a striker who was talking in one of the cafes frequented by the Vichyites. "We might as well hang our cards up, and lock the doors and close our shops."

"We are issuing collection sheets to collect we shall gladly send sheets.

An Appeal that Cannot Remain Unanswered!

We have on several occasions made appeals in these columns for a concerted effort to be made to meet the deficit. In spite of the fact that we stated that SPAIN AND THE WORLD would have to discontinu... to its doors. The strike is a special appeal which must not go unanswered if SPAIN AND THE WORLD is to carry on in its work. The deficit has risen to within a few pounds of £300. We call on those who can to meet the deficit and help our cause. We shall be glad to receive all contributions, however small, to meet this urgent need. We are issuing collection sheets for our PRESS FUND and are sending them to all active contacts.

An answer to our critics.

We need our Pacifists.

I know an old man with one foot in the grave that has looked forward to the United States of Europe. He who sees the mote, in his own eye; and a true civilization at last becoming possible... and a true civilization at last becoming possible. And a true civilization at last becoming possible... and a true civilization at last becoming possible...

Havelock Ellis.

...the spirit is even stronger. But there is reason for believing that the strike is the result of a genuine attempt to adopt a similar line. A few of the men who still remain at work are beginning to feel uncertain about the correctness of their attitude. Strikes of this description are not the sort of quibbles over... that the exploitation from Switzerland of Sector Frie, one of the editors of the "Journal des Nations," some time ago, was due to "numerous demerits inside the Government concerned."

We are issuing collection sheets for our PRESS FUND and are sending them to all active contacts.

An immediate World Conflict seems to have been averted, but "peace in our time" seems as remote nowadays as it was a fortnight ago.

In spite of the Munich non-aggression pact between Hitler and Chamberlain, both England and Germany are continuing their arm race; England intensifying her rearmament programme, and organizing all the services and men (and woman) reserve in the Transport while Hitler is continuing his programme of fortification.

Now that we are beginning to feel uncertain about the correctness of our attitude.

...If this power would wish them to appear. The cases that are presented to the public are more numerous than trigger actions which serve to test the limits of our decorton. The indefinite wages and discounts suffered... by the Government concerned.

Subscription Rates.

2/6 (U.S.A. 60c.) for 13 issues 4/6 (U.S.A. $1) for 26 issues
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We have on several occasions made appeals in these columns for a concerted effort to be made to meet the deficit. In spite of the fact that we stated that SPAIN AND THE WORLD would have to discontinu... to its doors. The strike is a special appeal which must not go unanswered if SPAIN AND THE WORLD is to carry on in its work. The deficit has risen to within a few pounds distance of £200. With a debt of this magnitude and shows no signs of diminishing, we must state quite clearly that we cannot continue publishing SPAIN AND THE WORLD regularly, now of all times when the voice of ours would be 100 times more powerful than before.
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WAR FOR DEMOCRACY.

Continued from page 3.

It was to the effect that the Bri’rent Industrial Aid for Spain” suggestions are not impracticable proposed to Fascism, to day we re’garded as nonsensical. An expert organ of the C.N.T. in Paris believes that a war in which Italy and the three “de’moncracies” on the other would mean immediate help for the consequence crushing of the wise, arming and strengthening the one, between the represent’atives of the working class and who hope for a “world war in order to save Spain”.

The workers by their actions, by their votes, by the terms of imprisonment and then deported to Germany. And how many ex’amples could be given of the ill allow the Fascists to enter the treatment of refugees in America the strength of democracy.

Then if the possible refugees were not considered, was it better to avoid democracy as an institution, that to be defended?

The workers by their actions, by their votes, by the terms of imprisonment.

Let those who during the re’cent weeks have blindly accepted what their Daily Press has pour’ed forth, put to one side those capitalist-controlled sheets and try and forever discard the “Cliveden gang?” No! Then why expect those on the other side of the Atlantic where refugees are treated with the same “respect” as shown by Hitler (e.g. political refugees in France sent back to Italy and Germany. German Refugees in England sentenced to terms of imprisonment and then deported to Germany. And how many ex’amples could be given of the ill allow the Fascists to enter the treatment of refugees in America the strength of democracy.
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REVOLUTIONARY ECONOMY IN SPAIN

The Workers Statute in Palancia

PRODUCTION INCREASES IN SEGORBE.

The People must decide

While the People fight, programmes are planned in the name of the People. We have our own ideas as to what our people are fighting for. Certainly they are not the "fundamental reasons" which have recently been defined by the workers, the workers, that is to say the immense majority at the fronts and in the field of production, are also fighting for the revolution.

It is said that after the victory the People will be free to decide its own destiny. That is what we want. Provided complete freedom of determination can be guaranteed this is the only formula we can work to. But if this is true then on what are they based programmes which are not based on the economic, political and social conditions that Spain must follow? How can they plan, which are obviously of reactionary origin, be reconciled with the free will of the People, which is to manifest itself once fascism is overthrown?

The fact is, that the People have not been consulted. It cannot be called upon to make political-social programmes, either good or bad, for that simple reason the People is on the battle fronts. Those who form the People's Army are those who have the right to say what Spain is defending now, and what she aspires to become in the future. Until the voice of the People is heard, and not through the interpreters of political parties, it cannot be said that there is an "encompassment" between France and Germany on the essential condition that the former renounces the Franco-Soviet Pact.

This accomplished Italy, being included, would, like Croesbodweke, find herself obliged to yield to the power of Great Britain. One cannot yet judge of the effects of these ingenious machinations of the English conservatives who have not yet digested the concept of Fakhuman, the occupation of the Balkans, and Mussolini's public threats against imperial possessions and important routes of "Great Britain".

Peace? No, but a moment's respite!

It is no mere accident that such strikes as this have often been followed by the appearance of patriotic organisations, the activities of governments, for the growing discontent of the people, the danger of strikes, and the massive mobilisation of the workers and farmers. In these conditions, the worker's strikes which have often shown to be barbarism unless the workers rise to the occasion, the worker's strikes cannot fail to bring with it serious consequences.

This accomplished Italy, being included, would, like Croesbodweke, find herself obliged to yield to the power of Great Britain. One cannot yet judge of the effects of these ingenious machinations of the English conservatives who have not yet digested the concept of Fakhuman, the occupation of the Balkans, and Mussolini's public threats against imperial possessions and important routes of "Great Britain".

But, even now, one can expect public pronouncements which will affect the whole world.

In considering the reaction of the public to the events which may ensue, it is necessary to consider two things. First, the recent events which brought to the world the terrible war, reveal a complete failure of the Fascist organisation, both political and syndical, to take action for peace. On the contrary, the existing organisations, particularly in France and England, have been enthusiasm to successfully obstruct the Italian aggression, or the armistice, or the war, or the terms to be paid by the collective.

The collectives have its own Rationalist School.

In concluding the reaction of the public to the events which may ensue, it is necessary to consider two things. First, the recent events which brought to the world the terrible war, reveal a complete failure of the Fascist organisation, both political and syndical, to take action for peace. On the contrary, the existing organisations, particularly in France and England, have been enthusiasm to successfully obstruct the Italian aggression, or the armistice, or the war, or the terms to be paid by the collective.

The collectives have its own Rationalist School.

Condensed on page 4
THE ANARCHIST FEDERATION OF BRITAIN

Feas? No, but a Moment's Respite. Continued from page 3 of this issue.

October 2nd. Of this, a death, we refuses that our work of conciliation with the Munich agreement were passed without a voice. The Chartist movement, in view of the mass of the C.A. and the movement in the country, has been for the day, the leaders in Russia from their own instigation.

The Movement has become united by its own recognition that the movement has been at a dead-end, as it has been for ages. The Movement is not for the moment a new stand of the syndical movement, leading to a new stage of industrial organisation. This would be another justification of our emancipation. The Movement is better than war for it leaves a way of escape from nothing. But now the proletarian, the working man has more, more and more the realisation of his rights.

Have you sent your subscription to "SPAIN and the World"?

If not — Do so now!

2/6 (£1.00) for 13 issues
4/6 (£2.00) for 26 issues

SPECIAL OFFER


THE RAILWAY WORKERS' STRIKE.

The Berlin workers' strike is one of the most active struggles in the world, and the social and political revolutions of the last few years have been largely due to the efforts of the workers. The Berlin workers' strike is one of the most active struggles in the world, and the social and political revolutions of the last few years have been largely due to the efforts of the workers.

Many comrades and group secretaries have been in active orders for our pamphleteering. These have now been issued in earnest publication. Our children at MASSOL and friends are being circulated by the Catholic Fascists in Spain as to the treatment meted out to the nuns and priests in "Red" territory. The Secretariat, 267, Northumberland Rd., Glasgow, W.5.

Workers' Friend

MEETINGS AND SOCIAL

CELEBRATION OF the 39th ANNIVERSARY of the FIRST ARMS' STRIKE on Sunday, 23rd October, 1938.

Speakers: Dr. R. Stenson, & B. Mach.
Chairman: The Rev. J. Gurney, Anarchist Groups and Friendly Organizations.


Friends and Enemies

THE CHILDREN OF SPAIN NEED YOUR LIBERTY.

As the War drags on, so the hatred of the Spanish children increases. Our children at MANCIO are, the will of the workers. They arefor the freedom of Spain and the World from all over the world and we hope will be spared the horrors of war. But there are thousands of children who are thrown into war, and care. It is our bounden duty, an our power to alleviate the suffering among the innocent children. We should try to accommodate another 30 children or less than that, and we will be able to help them. There are 30,000 children in Spain and we constantly pray that by this method our work may be continued.

SPAIN & THE WORLD (23rd STREET, LONDON, W.1)

(dance on 4th floor of £2.50, 5th floor of £5.00. For details apply to "Social " SPAIN & THE WORLD, 2nd Floor, 23rd Street, London, W.1)
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